Colour Analysis Report for Mary-Lois Wilson
By Indiana Holley

Colour Analysis Client:
Ms Mary-Lois Wilson
Skin:

Golden brown

Eyes:

Dark brown

Hair:

Charcoal brown

The Colour Homebase
Questionnaire
In the first initial consultation, Mary-Lois identified
warm earthy colour tones as those in which were
most flattering to her complexion.
As colours are an important aspect in what to wear, a
colour analysis questionnaire was conducted to
determine Mary-Lois’ true natural colouring based
on the pigment colours in her eyes, hair and skin
tones.
Each season of spring, summer, autumn and winter
has its own unique colour palette. By analysing these
three natural features (eyes, hair and skin tones), I
was able to determine the perfect seasonal colour
palette for Mary-Lois.
At first Mary-Lois was identified as a Winter season
colour, however shades such as brown, pumpkin,
olive, orange and gold brought out a healthy glow to
Mary-Lois’ complexion confirming that she is in fact
a striking Autumn with a blend of winter.

Warm Autumn
As Mary-Lois is a warm
Autumn seasonal colour with a
warm skin tone, Mary-Lois will
need colours to enhance this
warmth. To compliment her
skin tone, Mary-Lois will need
to wear colours that are earthy.
Autumns are all about glowing
warmth and muted beauty.
An Autumn can wear colours that make you think of something
exotic, spicy and mysterious with ease.
As women always look their best when they dress and coordinate
their hair colour and makeup to match their season, in this report I
provide recommendations suggesting a range of glorious shades
that will ensure Mary-Lois looks stunning every single day.

Autumn Season Colours
Within the Autumn category of colouring, there are four sub-categories or
blends including gentle autumn, golden autumn and striking autumn. As
Mary-Lois has dark coloured hair, warm undertones to her skin and blends
with Winter, Mary-Lois is considered a striking Autumn (warm Autumn)
who requires colours to enhance this warmth.
Warm autumn colour and skin tones have a colour palette that is composed
of shades. Colours in brown, tan warm beige, rust, olive green and forest
green not only will look fabulous on you but can also be coordinated with
virtually everything.

Mary-Lois’ Colour Chart

Warm Autumn Makeup
Women always look their best when they dress and coordinate their hair
colour and makeup to match their season. As grey hair comes in on an
autumn, it tends to be yellow-grey and is aging rather then chic. But once
an autumn’s hair has turned completely grey, its overall warm tone can be
most attractive on the autumn complexion.
As an autumn the clothing colours that are best with Mary-Lois’ colouring
are the more muted earth tones. She will need to intensify her makeup to
balance strong golden undertones in her skin. A perfect person to model to
achieve this look is Susan Sarandon. Here’s how to get the look.
Your eye colours
should be based on
the eye colour and not
what you are wearing,
so always pick muted
earth tomes when
selecting eye shadow
colours.

To increase the intensity in an
Autumn’s face you need colours
such as French red ,(Red Brown),
Heavenly (Soft Beige neutral),
Rapture (Plum Brown), Entice
(Peachy Brown) & Loveable
(Pink Brown).

A warm pink lip with
subtle gleam works with
sun-kissed skin. The
results?? Totally luscious
lips.

Classic Looks for a Warm Autumn
When shopping for clothes to flatter and highlight Mary-Lois’
Autumn complexion, look for shades with a warm undertone
that will match the glow in her skin. There are a wide variety
of shades that compliment women who fall under the category
of Autumn. However, there are also a number of colours that
simply do not flatter Autumns and should be avoided.
As Mary-Lois is a warm autumn colour, she will want to avoid
colours that are clear and bright. Typically black and white are
not good Autumn colours either as it will wash her out and
make her complexion appear wan.
Instead of classic black and white, choose combinations of
black with taupes, creams, oyster, and beige. A look very
flattering to a warm autumn colour and skin tone.
Pastels and blue tones are not good colour choices for Autumns
either, as they will bring about a washed out appearance to
your complexion.
When shopping for a dress or a full outfit, Mary-Lois will look
warm and inviting in shades like navy blue, olives, golden
browns and deep warm greys.
These colours will highlight and compliment her complexion
perfectly. If a blouse is needed, never opt for one in a snowy
white. Instead, choose a blouse in a more neutral shade such as
oyster, ecru or eggshell.

Get the Autumn Look

Smart casual day wear examples for Mary-Lois:

Evening wear examples for Mary-Lois:

Warm Autumn Celebrities
It is amazing what wearing the right colours can do. Here I
have provided pictures of celebrities who share the gorgeous
warm autumn colours as Mary-Lois.

Case study Eva Mendez – Copy a celebrity look!
Actress Eva Mendes has proved many times that she knows a thing
or two about style, and more often than not gets her colour palette
absolutely spot on.

Before & After

The Wrong Colors:
*Makes the skin look pale,grey or washed out
*Lines , wrinkles, blemishes will stand out

The Right Colors:
*Makes the skin look clear
*Brings a healthy , youthful glow
*Eyes will sparkle and hair will shine

